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About This Game

Red-haired adventurer extraordinaire Adol Christin has finally reunited with his best pal, Dogi, and is eager to set sail for new
adventures in Afroca. It seems fate has other plans for him, however, as a pirate captain named Ladoc makes him an offer he

simply can't refuse: a chance to explore a dangerous, uncharted archipelago in the Atlas Ocean that may hold treasures of
heretofore unseen value.

Never ones to back away from a good mystery, Adol and Dogi both agree to join Ladoc on this expedition aboard his ship, the
“Tres Mares” -- but no sooner does it weigh anchor than the Romuns, their sights set on the same curious islands of Canaan,

attack the wayward pirates and ultimately knock Adol overboard, leaving him for dead.

Some time later, he washes ashore in Canaan itself, alive but weakened, rescued and resuscitated by two young girls named Isha
and Olha who sport long ears and bushy tails. They are of the native “Rehda” tribe, and it seems Adol is not the first human to

arrive here -- nor are humans particularly welcome...

Come experience the very first 3D Ys game as you've never experienced it before! Already the foundation upon which Ys: The
Oath in Felghana and Ys Origin would later be built, this version of Ys VI: The Ark of Napishtim comes equipped with an

original translation and brand new, entirely unique gameplay features such as the addition of a super hardcore “Catastrophe
Mode” for fans of the later titles, full widescreen support, map warping, Steam achievements and leaderboards, and even a full

digital art book packed with concept sketches, hi-res character portraits and original production PSDs.

See what you've been missing with this definitive version of the game that brought Ys into the modern era!
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Key Features:

Fast, real-time combat centered around elemental swords with unique magical abilities

Enormous screen-filling bosses set to quintessentially Ys rock music composed by the legendary Falcom Sound Team
jdk

A deep and involving story that ties into Ys history and serves as a cornerstone of series lore

Brand new “Catastrophe Mode” where healing items can’t be purchased or stored, to create a gameplay experience more
in line with later entries

Adjustable high-resolution PC graphics and gamepad support

Newly-added ability to warp among checkpoints

Steam achievements and leaderboards
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Title: Ys VI: The Ark of Napishtim
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Nihon Falcom
Publisher:
XSEED Games, Marvelous USA, Inc.
Franchise:
Ys
Release Date: 28 Apr, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Pentium III 800 MHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 32 MB VRAM, 3D accelerator compatible w/ DirectX 9.0c

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX 9.0c

English
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Another fun, lane-based, couch co-op experience. My 4-year-old and I had a great time playing. Expect to farm levels to gain
gold and experience before advancing to some of the harder levels. At times it can seem a little too repetitive and cumbersome,
but it is still an enjoyable game.. I honestly prefer SV BGM over EV BGM, though it would be nice if I can like. . .choose which
girl's BGM to change.. Not the greatest but for the price you really have nothing to lose. I'm only on Scenario III but that should
encompass the majority of gameplay features.

Pros:
-Does well to capture the gameplay of RPGs like Fire Emblem and Tear Ring Saga
-Plenty of slots for save files.
-Sprites are kind of nice
-Tutorial does its job
-Base Conversation feature
-Adjustable difficulty

Cons:
-Story, while reminiscent of Fire Emblem, does not feel compelling as a result of execution
-Love relationships is rushed
-In-combat talking can be unpredictable and you might miss a text if you hold fast-forward after your turn
-Some names could be better
-*Awful font spacing [EN]
-*Full Screen [F1] appears to be bug out when loading to a new map?
-*Not true 720p, the framerate in battle scenes are choppy
-Portrait cutouts have slight "haloing" around the edges
-Music leaves a lot to be desired, sound effects are generally weak

*Likely a limitation of the SRPG Engine
Story\/Gameplay

  The story is your typical enemy invades the hero's homeland and conquers the territory with bloodshed. Nothing too new but
let's get to our first "issue." Emperor David catches my eye as an oddball name. While it does have old lore behind it I still find
it phonetically weird and clashing a bit with some other names. The dialogue is much what you would expect. It has a slightly
upgraded vocabulary (no more dastard) but the **writing is not convincing. Rather it's a bit reminiscent of shadow dragon,
being based off a 1980s story, which wasn't very good. The love interest and dialogue was incredibly vague. Gave us no reason
to like her and quite frankly it just negatively affected my opinion of both of them. Moreso her since our hero has some
redeeming qualities.

  The game plays like a tactical RPG, more accurately Fire Emblem. It's pretty faithful and it seems the majority of
weapons\/items have infinite durability. That being said I do feel the movement of all units should be reduced by one space,
everyone seems to move a bit too far. The map sizes, thus far, haven't been large at all, maps would need to be 1.3x screen size
to feel "normal."

  The RNG is also unforgiving with weak character growths. Either it's close to some really old FE titles (Gaiden) or taking a
page out of Berwick Saga. It'd also be great if we had more characters early on. Main character aside (who will get thrashed by
magic) your units are rather squishy and I have to resort to forgotten\/new strategies to work around it. The last time I recall
having such an awful comp was in Radiant Dawn. The low growth rates don't make the characters anymore likable. A certain
character got no stat raises for over half her level ups (6), pretty awful and none were defense stats either which she desparately
needed.

Graphics and Sound
  The graphics seem to use a lot of default SRPG assets which are well made in their own right. The sprites in the battle scene
reminds me of better GBA FE combat sprites. Animation effects are appropriate. Unfortunately the battle scene looks as if the
framerate has been reduced... likely isn't the case but it is needlessly choppy for some reason. The game window is about 720p
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but with the notable black borders the usable resolution is lower. The amount of black space is beyond overscan. Toggling full-
screen (F1) seems to cause problems if I load into a new map. Lastly the outline of character portraits are a bit awkward. As if
they were ripped from a white background instead of an alpha channel.

  The audio is sorely lacking. The sound effects could use more oomph but are still serviceable. The music does not do the game
any favors. Sometimes it's okay like the overworld theme but otherwise I dislike it.Most tracks seem amplified beyond
normalized levels (introducing clipping) or added too much compression and then amplified. The classical music, while it makes
sense, is rather off-putting. Feels too slow for the pace of battle and doesn't make the game any more immersive.

Conclusion
For $0.99 I didn't know what to expect. It's also a "full game" on version 0.25 [at the time of writing] so that doesn't make much
sense either. Most of the issues I came across are related to execution rather than the actual idea itself. I'm playing on normal+,
while I don't mind it being arguably difficult I think it's that way for the wrong reasons. Anyways you could consider this
"Review" a preview of what the game has to offer.

**Delving into details would definitely bloat this otherwise lengthy "review"

Updated 1800 EST: Clearer grammar. This DLC is pretty unique, nobody has ever tried making fancy uniforms for units that
fly\/ride planes, this DLC is pretty unique in my opinion.. It is a great way to kill time. Its like dark souls with pugs. Please can
we have 320kbps?
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This Game Is Very Good And I Have Realy Enjoyed it but unfortunatly dew to my computer not Being the best i didnt get much
time to play on this game. - ( My Computer Lags On Most Game's so i didnt get much time on this game )

Hope You Enjoy This Game.

I Would Recomend Buying It !!!

. I have read a few negative reviews and they do have some good points that never even occurred to me while I was playing. (I
could be wrong if so I apologize) 'Near as I can tell the game lacks the ability to win by TKO or by Cuts so it's no Fight Night
but the game is cheap and if you have a controller then it can be fun. In one of the negative reviews, a guy said that you have to
grind your way to the top and I thought what game don't you have to do that in? You have to win matches earn money and train
in the gym to become champion there are 3 belts in career mode the visuals are great but it lacks when it comes to the boxers
faces and the cuts they really are lacking for a game that is titled REAL boxing. I find it to be an OK game but in my opinion
you should always try a game and take reviews with a grain of salt since Steam has a 14 day 2 hour refund there is no harm in
trying the game for yourself just don't play over 2 hours if you don't like it if you do then, at last, you have a time killer which is
a bit enjoyable to play because who doesn't like a boxing game also remember to turn the blood on in the options. I am going to
give it a thumbs up I wish there was a 3rd option for the question "Do you recommend this game". This is a try before you buy
type of game.. This game successfully updates the original 8-bit classic, updating the game with more boards and more options.
It's hard as heck to beat, though. But it brought back the thrill of gaming in a way I haven't felt in a long time! A must for classic
Archon fans! This is the real deal.... highly reccommended.. I had finished the game in PS2 since i was in high school. Great
story and pretty good leveling system and many other features implemented in the game. This port is awesome since they
balanced out some of the monster in the series and a slight improvement on the graphics.

Currently starting it all again from the 1st volume to reminisce my childhood nostalgia and the story. Some reviews stated that
they hate the main character and i am agree with it. But as you go along with the story, the character development is good and
you will more likely to enjoy the story at the mid game of vol.1. Nevertheless, good stuff and i recommend to buy it when
there's a discount for this game.. Better than Marvel. Thankfully, not just "more of the same"!
The new missions successfully shake up existing strategies, at least on the first playthrough. The enemy waves are also more
challenging - definitely not DLC for beginning players.. A very fun little platformer. Good graphics, fluid movement on hightest
settings using Core Duo 3.0, ATI HD 5750. Simple, responsive controls. Challenging enough to aggravate, but not enough to
quit. Good puzzle aspects. Rather short. But, well worth the small price, even off sale.

My only con is that after seven hours gameplay logged, no trading cards have been dropped. There are also no Super Mustache
cards or other items currently listed in the Market. Devs addressed this issue. Trading cards are working.. Probably an asset flip.
It is just the one level.
No Music.
No point.
Just awful.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/RNUtrHXoSXM. Just played this with two of my buddies and had a blast! Takes a couple of minutes to feel
like a pro, reflecting bullets back, shield pushing and jetpack feinting to sweet victory. Would recommend to anyone that enjoys
local multiplayer games.. Excellent gameplay, controls and dynamics. Very close to Forza motrosport type of gameplay. I love
it's drift mechanics. Awesome game.

Thanks
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